Irregularities in genetic variation and mutation rates with environmental stresses.
The appearance of new mutations is determined by the equilibrium between DNA error formation and repair. In bacteria like Escherichia coli, stresses are thought shift this balance towards increased mutagenesis. Recent findings, however, suggest a very uneven relationship between stress and mutations. Only a subset of stressful environments increase the net rate of mutation and different forms of nutritional stress (such as oxygen, carbon or phosphorus limitations) result in markedly different mutation rates after similar reductions in growth rate. Moreover, different stresses result in altered mutational spectra, with some increasing transposition and others increasing indel formation. Single-base substitution rates are lower with some stresses than in unstressed bacteria. Indeed, changes to the mix of mutations with stress are more widespread than a marked increase in net mutation rate. Much remains to be learned on how environments have unique mutational signatures and why some stresses are more mutagenic than others. Even beyond stress-induced genetic variation, the fundamental unresolved question in the stress-mutation relationship is the adaptive value of different types of mutations and mutation rates; is transposition, for example, more advantageous under anaerobic conditions? It remains to be investigated whether stress-specific genetic variation impacts on evolvability differentially in distinct environments.